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ABSTRACT
Previously, we proposed a crosstalk cancellation system with a
microphone-based head-tracker. The head-tracker estimates the orientation of the head using the interaural time difference (ITD) error
between the desired binaural signal and the signals at the microphones, which are placed near the listener’s ears. In the presence of
noise and multiple virtual sound sources, simple cross-correlation
based techniques will fail to find the true ITD error value. In this
study, we propose a method to estimate the ITD error from multiple
competing sources in a noisy environment. We use relative transfer
functions (RTFs) to estimate the ITD error in subbands and apply a
weighting function based not only on the coherence, but also on the
magnitude of the RTFs in each subband. Experiments show that in
the presence of multiple sources and noise, the proposed weighting
function yields better results compared to a weighting function that
depends only on the coherence.

Fig. 1: Simplified diagram of the dynamic crosstalk cancellation system (CCS) with a head-tracker based on the microphone signals vi
(see [1] for a detailed description).
difference between the channels at low frequencies [4, 5]. However,
this method has shown to be sensitive to errors in the phase of the
signals, which are usually introduced by the CCFs [1]. Most commonly used methods assume a single source and no reflections. In
the presence of multiple sources and reflections these methods can
provide erroneous ITD estimates.
The ITD can be seen as a particular case of time difference of
arrival (TDOA), where signals from only two sensors, namely the
ears, are used. While for most sound source localization applications a TDOA accuracy of a few milliseconds might be sufficient,
the required ITD accuracy for binaural reproduction is more critical
given that the just noticeable audible difference (JNAD) of the ITD
lies in the range of 10 to 20 µs [6].
In [7], Dvorkind and Gannot proposed to use the relative transfer
function (RTF) to estimate the TDOA in noisy and reverberant environments. The TDOA is estimated as the time where the relative impulse response has its maximum. This approach shows to be robust
to noise and reverberation. In the presence of multiple sources, the
RTF will be a mixture of the ATFs of each source, and the estimated
TDOA will not necessarily reflect the true location of any specific
source. A common approach to cope with multiple sources, is to
estimate TDOA in subbands [8–10]. However, most of the methods
rely on the sparseness of the speech or assume mutually uncorrelated
sound sources [8, 11].
In this study, we propose to estimate the ITD at the input of the
CCS and at the microphones using RTFs. To increase the robustness, the ITDs and ITD error are computed in subbands. Finally, the
fullband ITD error is computed as a weighted sum of the subband
ITD errors. In [12], the interaural coherence was used to select the
interaural cues that are close to free-field binaural cues when several
independent sources are concurrently active. In the case of crosstalk
cancelled signals, there are subbands in which the signals are coherent due to insufficient channel separation, which can result in errors
in the ITD error estimation. The channel separation is commonly
defined as the magnitude ratio between the crosstalk and the direct
signal. Therefore, a weighting function is proposed that depends on
the interaural coherence and the RTF between the microphones.

Index Terms— Interaural time differences, acoustic transfer
functions ratio, time difference of arrival, crosstalk cancellation
1. INTRODUCTION
With binaural technology it is possible to simulate a virtual environment where the listener perceives an acoustic source located at a
position where no physical source is located. To accurately reproduce binaural signals through loudspeakers, we need to compensate
for the acoustic paths between the loudspeakers and the ears. This
can be achieved by incorporating appropriate crosstalk cancellation
filters (CCFs) into the reproduction chain. In general, the filters are
dependent on the location of the listener such that head movements
can easily impair the intended virtual sound experience.
In [1], we proposed a dynamic crosstalk cancellation system
(CCS) that uses a microphone-based head-tracker (see Fig. 1). The
orientation angle of the listener’s head with respect to the loudspeakers is calculated by estimating the interaural time difference (ITD)
error that is defined as the difference between the ITD of the desired
binaural signal and the ITD of the signals captured by the microphones that are positioned close to the ears of the listener. In principle, the head orientation can be inferred from the acoustic transfer
functions (ATFs) between the loudspeakers and the microphones.
Unfortunately, the loudspeaker signals are often highly correlated,
which makes the identification of the ATFs problematic. In [1, 2],
it was shown that by minimizing the ITD error, we can accurately
track head rotations and adapt the CCFs accordingly.
A method to estimate the ITD is the interaural cross-correlation
(IACC) method, which estimates the ITD as the time at which the
cross-correlation between left and right has its maximum value [3].
It is also possible to calculate the ITD based on the slope of the phase
†
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2. SIGNAL MODEL

spectral density (PSD) and the auto-PSD of the signals as follows:
A2 (ω)A∗1 (ω)φss
φd2 d1 (ω)
=
= Rin (ω),
φd1 d1 (ω)
A1 (ω)A∗1 (ω)φss

Fig. 1 shows a simplified diagram of the CCS proposed in [1]. The
functions hji correspond to the acoustic impulse responses from the
ith loudspeaker to the jth ear. The inputs to the CCS are the desired
binaural signals di . The head orientation is calculated based on the
estimated ITD error between the desired binaural signals di and the
signals measured by the microphones vi .
Let us define the binaural input signals to the CCS as
di (t) = ai (t) ∗ s(t) + qi (t);

i ∈ {1, 2},

where φss is the auto-PSD of the source signal s(t). Note that (7)
holds for infinite observation windows, though in our application we
have only access to short observation windows. As proposed in [7],
we use the assumption that the desired signal is quasi-stationary2 and
uncorrelated with the ambient sound that is assumed to be stationary
during the observation window. Exploiting these assumptions, we
can write the estimate of the cross-PSD at the input as [7]

(1)

where * denotes the convolution operation, s(t) is the monophonic
source signal, ai (t) corresponds to the head related impulse response
(HRIR) of the desired virtual sound source to the ith ear and qi (t) is
the ambient sound. The signals at the ears are thus defined as
vi (t) = ãi (t) ∗ s(t) + q̃i (t) + ni (t);

i ∈ {1, 2},

φ̂d2 d1 (m, ω) = Rin (ω)φ̂d1 d1 (m, ω) + φq2 (ω) + ξ(m, ω),

=

2 X
2
X

(2)

hik (t) ∗ ckj (t) ∗ aj (t),

(3)

hik (t) ∗ ckj (t) ∗ qj (t),

(4)

k=1 j=1

q̃i (t)

=

2 X
2
X

where


φ̂d1 d1 (1, ω)

A =  ...
φ̂d1 d1 (M, ω)

k=1 j=1

ckj corresponds to the CCF from the jth input signal to the kth
loudspeaker and ni (t) is the noise at the ith microphone1 . Perfect crosstalk cancellation is thus achieved when vi (t) − ni (t) =
di (t). In the case of multiple sources, the desired binaural signal
will be a linear combination of the virtual sound sources d0i (t) =
PL
l=1 al,i (t) ∗ sl (t) + qi (t), i ∈ {1, 2}, where L is the total number
of sources. The signals at the ears become
vi (t) =

L
X

ãl,i (t) ∗ sl (t) + q̃i (t) + ni (t);

i ∈ {1, 2}.

(6)

where Bi (ω) is the ATF from the desired signal to the ith microphone. Now, let Ai (ω) and Ãi (ω) be, respectively, the transfer functions of the impulses ai (t) and ãi (t) defined in (1) and (3). Since
the ITD error depends on the ITD at the input of the CCS and the
ITD at the microphones, we define the RTFs
A2 (ω)
A1 (ω)

and

Rout (ω) =


,
1



φ̂d2 d1


φ̂d2 d1 (1, ω)


..
=
,
.
φ̂d2 d1 (M, ω)

In principle, the ITD error could be directly estimated from the phase
information of Rin (ω) and Rout (ω) [5]. For our application this is
however sub-optimal, given that, even in ideal conditions, the CCFs
introduce unavoidable distortions in the phase of the signal conveying large errors to the ITD error estimation [1]. Further, it is clear
from (5) that in the presence of multiple sources, the relative impulse
responses rin (t) and rout (t) will contain a mixture of the binaural
cues from each source. Directly estimating the ITD error using these
impulse responses will be prone to errors. To mitigate these problems, we propose to first compute an ITD error per subband and then
compute a fullband ITD error as a weighted sum of the subband ITD
errors. Note that according to the ITD error model presented in [1],
the ITD error does not depend on the virtual sound sources but only
on the head orientation.
Let Rin (m, k) and Rout (m, k) be the short-time frequency representation of the RTFs, where m is the time frame and k is the discrete frequency index. Let us now divide the spectrum into N subbands corresponding to frequency bins k ∈ {Eb−1 , . . . , Eb − 1},
where b = 1, . . . , N is the subband index. The subband ITD error
at time frame m is defined as
n
o
n
o
(m,b)
(m,b)
ITDerror (m, b) = arg max rin
(n) − arg max rout (n) ,

In [7] the authors proposed to estimate the TDOA between two spatially separated microphones using the RTF, which is defined as
Bi (ω)
,
B1 (ω)



4. ITD ERROR ESTIMATION

(5)

3. RELATIVE TRANSFER FUNCTION ESTIMATION

Ri (ω) =

1

and the superscript H denotes the conjugate transpose. Finally, a
similar procedure is used to estimate Rout . Since we want to estimate
the ITD error on a frame-by-frame basis, we used in this study the
recursive implementation (RLS) of (9) proposed in [7].

l=1

Rin (ω) =

Ã2 (ω)
.
Ã1 (ω)

The corresponding relative impulse responses are given by rin (t) and
rout (t). Note that for the proposed application, the RTFs are equivalent to the interaural transfer functions. The ITD is defined as the
time at which the impulses rin (t) and rout (t) have their maximum.
In [7] it is proposed to estimate the RTFs by using the cross power

n

n

(10)
2 In [7] the assumption of quasi-stationarity is applied to speech,

1 The

(8)

for m = 1 . . . M , where M is the total number of frames, φq2 (ω) is
the PSD of the noise and ξ(m, ω) = φ̂q2 (m, ω) − φq2 (ω) is an error
term that we seek to minimize in the least squares sense. Having the
estimated PSDs for each frame, the least squares estimation of Rin
is calculated as

 
−1
Rin (ω)
(9)
= AH A
AH φ̂d2 d1 (ω),
φ̂q2 (ω)

where
ãi (t)

(7)

while for
our application we need to extend this assumption to other type of sources.

noise at the microphone is a mixture of sensor and ambient noise.

2

(m,b)

(m,b)

where rin
(n) and rout (n) are, respectively, the discrete time
domain representations computed using Rin (m, k) and Rout (m, k)
with k ∈ {Eb−1 , . . . , Eb − 1}.
Let us define the vector ∆(m) which contains the estimated
subband ITD errors at time frame m for all N subbands:
∆(m) = [ ITDerror (m, 1), . . . , ITDerror (m, N ) ]T .

1
0.8

κ=1
κ=5
κ = 50

0.6
0.4

(11)
0.2

The fullband ITD error can be then defined as
ITDerror (m) =

wT (m)∆(m)
,
kw(m)k2

0
0



(13)

k=Eb−1

Eb −Eb−1

(14)

(15)
Cout (m, k).

When a CCS is used, the subband microphone signals can be highly
coherent when there is insufficient channel separation. In such a
situation, the ITD estimates, and therefore ITD error, will be unreliable [7, 13]. It can be shown that the magnitude of the RTF depends
on the channel separation. In this study, we therefore propose to
make use of the coherence and the magnitude of the RTF ratio measured at the listener’s location.
The normalized mean value of the magnitude of the RTFs at the
microphones at time frame m and subband index b is3
Rout (m, b)
,
(16)
kRout (m)k∞
PEb −1
k=Eb−1 |Rout (m, k)| is the mean

Rout (m, b) =
where Rout (m, b) =

1
Eb −Eb−1

(17)

We simulated a two-channel CCS as depicted in Fig. 1. The loudspeakers were placed symmetrically with respect to the center of the
head of the listener at a distance of 1.2 m and the span angle between
them was set to 30◦ . The CCFs were calculated for a symmetric position using the fast deconvolution method [14]. We simulated a
listener rotating his head from right to left at constant speed of 4 degrees per second.
Three virtual sound scenarios were simulated with different
number of virtual sources. The first scenario consisted of a single
virtual sound source (a female singer) located at 45◦ . The second
scenario consisted of two virtual sources overlapping in time: the
same female singer located at 45◦ and a saxophone located at −30◦ .
The third scenario consisted of the previous scenario plus a crowd
sound located at 0◦ , i.e. three virtual sound sources overlapping
in time. All angles were relative to the median plane and negative
angles denoted sources at the right side of the listener. All virtual
sources were placed at rs = 0.75 m from the listener and had a
duration of 32 s, with a sampling frequency of 48 kHz. The HRIRs
used for the CCS and the virtual sources were calculated using the
spherical head model [15]. Sensor noise at the microphones was
simulated using white Gaussian noise and the signal-to-noise ratio
was set to 25 dB.
The process was done on a frame-by-frame basis, with a frame
size of M = 2048 samples, i.e. 42.7 ms. For each frame the PSDs
were estimated using the Welch method with a Hamming window
of the same length and 50% overlap. We divided the spectrum into
N = 15 subbands uniformly spaced between 400 Hz and 6000 Hz
on an ERB scale. The stepsize for the recursive implementation of
(9) was set to 0.85. The transition point  was set to 0.6, which
was found to give the best empirical results. Note that since both
coherence and RTFs are used in the proposed ITD error estimation
method, a large value of  results in a much stricter decision rule.
This will give rise to a larger number of subbands being disregarded,
reducing in that way the tracking ability of the algorithm. In the experiments, we also compared the performance of the proposed ITD
error estimation using the coherence-based weighting function (15)

4.2. Coherence and RTF based weighting

∞

T
Rout (m, 1), . . . , Rout (m, N ) .
Finally, the weights W (m, b) are obtained using (13) with

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Finally, the weights W (m, b) can be computed using (13) with

where C out (m, b) =

1

Using these weights, the fullband ITD error will depend mostly on
the subband ITD errors for which the microphone signals are coherent and Rout (m, b) is close to the maximum value in Rout (m).

In [12] it is suggested to use the magnitude-squared coherence
(MSC) as an indicator of the validity of the estimated ITD. The
MSC of the microphone signals is defined as:

y = C out (k, b),
PEb −1
1

0.8

∞

4.1. Coherence-based weighting

|φv2 v1 (m, k)|2
.
φv1 v1 (m, k)φv2 v2 (m, k)

0.6

y = Rout (m, b) C out (m, b).

where the constant κ defines the slope of the transition of the logistic
function and  the transition point. Fig. 2 shows an example of this
function for different values of κ and  = 0.5. It is clear that for
κ → ∞ (13) approximates the heavy-side step function which is
equivalent to applying a threshold rule with a threshold value of .

Cout (m, k) =

0.4

Fig. 2: Example of the logistic function (13) for different values of
κ when  = 0.5.

where w(m) = [W (m, 1), . . . , W (m, N )]T is the weighting vector. Using the weighting vector a hard or soft decision can be realized. A hard decision can be realized by using weights that correspond to heavy-side step function. A soft-decision can be realized
by using weights that correspond to a logistic sigmoid function. For
any real number y ∈ R, this function can be defined as
1
1
f (y) = + tanh (κ (y − )) ,
2
2

0.2

(12)

value of the magnitude of the RTF in subband b and Rout (m) =
3 The

RTFs are normalized with the ∞-norm such that a constant transition point  can be used.
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in (13). The transition point was set to c = 0.9 for this case,
which was found to give the best empirical results with respect to
estimation error distributions and median values. The slope κ of the
weighting function was varied.
As a reference, we used the ITD error model proposed in [1],
namely


(CCS)
(CCS)
ITDmodel
− τ11
− (τ22 (m) − τ11 (m)) (18)
error (m) ≈ τ22

120

Estimation error [µs]

100

60
40
20

where τii (m), i ∈ {1, 2}, are the delays of the direct paths between the ith loudspeaker to the ith ear corresponding to the head
(CCS)
orientation at time frame m and τii , i ∈ {1, 2}, are the delays
corresponding to the ATFs used to calculate the CCFs. These delays
are modeled as [1]

0
R S 1- P
κ =1

R S 1- P
κ =5

R S 1- P
κ = 50

R S 1- C
κ =1

R S 1- C
κ=5

R S 1- C
κ = 50

(a) One virtual source.

(19)
120

− θ2s

≤ α ≤ −θlim
−θlim ≤ α ≤ θlim ,
θlim ≤ α ≤ θ2s

100
Estimation error [µs]

τ22 − τ11 =


 θe − θ2s − α + Γ θ2s − α
rs
−2 α

c 
−θe + θ2s − α − Γ θ2s + α

80

where θs is the span angle between the loudspeakers, α is the head
orientation angle with respect to the middle point between loudspeakers, θe is the angle of the ears with respect to the median
plane, θlim = θe − θ0 − θ2s with θ0 = cos−1 (1/ρ), where ρ =
rs/r is the normalized distance of the loudspeakers (r ) with respect
s
p
ρ2 − 1 −
to
the
radius
of
the
sphere
(r),
and
Γ(Θ)
=
−θ
0 +
p
2
ρ − 2ρ cos(θe − Θ) + 1. In this study we focused only on the
estimated ITD error, thus the CCFs were not updated according to
CCS
CCS
for all m, i.e.
= τ22
the estimated head orientation. We set τ11
model
ITDerror (m) ≈ τ11 (m) − τ22 (m). The estimation error is defined
as
e(m) = ITDmodel
(20)
error (m) − ITDerror (m) .

80
60
40
20
0
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R S 1- P
κ =5
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κ = 50
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κ =1

R S 1- C
κ=5

R S 1- C
κ = 50

(b) Two virtual sources.

120
100
Estimation error [µs]

First we study the distribution of the estimation errors for the
three aforementioned scenarios, which are presented in Fig. 3. The
proposed weighting function (17) (RS1-P) and coherence-based
weighting function (RS1-C) are compared for different values of κ.
In general, for RS1-P, the dispersion of the errors decreases with
increasing values of κ, while for RS1-C a decrease in dispersion is
only observed in the single source scenario. The estimation errors
with the coherence-based weighting function exhibit a rather large
variance and number of outliers for all scenarios. The performance
of RS1-C with κ = 50 in the multiple source scenarios (Figs. 3(b)
and 3(c)) is comparable to the performance obtained with proposed
method RS1-P when κ = 1. In the three sources scenario (Fig. 3(c)),
the distribution of the estimation errors of RS1-P with κ = 50 is
skewed towards 10 µs, whereas for RS1-P with κ ∈ {1, 5} and
RS1-C ∀κ, the distributions are skewed towards 40 µs.
Fig. 4(a) shows the estimated ITD error as function of time for
the scenario with three virtual sources. The ITD errors are calculated
using the model (18), using the proposed weighting function RS1-P
for different values of κ, and using the coherence-based weighting
function RS1-C with κ = 50. Only the last 20 s are presented to
get a better overview. The binaural signal as a function of time is
shown in the lower panels. We can see that in general, the proposed
weighting function approximates better the ITD error model, while
the coherence-only method shows a large variability in ITD error
estimation. As expected, large deviations are observed after silences
in the input signal with RS1-P. On the other hand, errors with RS1C are clearly independent of the energy of the input signal. The
latter can be better seen by zooming in the estimation error results.
Fig. 4(b) shows 5 s of the estimation error e(m) as a function of

80
60
40
20
0
R S 1- P
κ =1

R S 1- P
κ =5

R S 1- P
κ = 50

R S 1- C
κ =1

R S 1- C
κ=5

R S 1- C
κ = 50

(c) Three virtual sources.

Fig. 3: Boxplots of the estimation error for the different approaches
evaluated in three scenarios. The whiskers correspond to the lowest
value within 1.5 interquartile range (IQR) of the lower quartile, and
the highest value within 1.5 IQR of the upper quartile.

time. With the RS1-C approach, large variations in the estimation
error are obtained but no clear correlation with the fluctuations of
the input signal is observed. This suggests that the outliers observed
in Fig. 3 for the RS1-P can be attributed to errors due to silences
in the signal, while outliers for the RS1-C do not necessarily reflect
a dependence on the temporal fluctuations of the signal. For this
fragment of the sound, the RS1-P with κ = 50 shows errors in the
range of 20 µs, which are in the range of the JNAD of the ITD, while
for κ ∈ {1, 5}, the estimation errors are in the range of 40 µs.
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(b) Estimation error e(m) between 15 and 20 seconds

(a) Estimated ITD error between 12 and 32 seconds

Fig. 4: Results obtained using (18), the proposed weighting function (RS1-P), and the coherence-based weighting function (RS1-C) for
different values of κ. The left binaural signal is shown in the lower panel.
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We presented a new approach to estimate the ITD error that is used to
determine the orientation of the listener’s head in a recently proposed
CCS with microphone-based head-tracker [1]. We proposed to estimate the subband ITD error based on the RTFs estimation method
in [7]. A fullband ITD error is calculated as a weighted sum of the
subband ITD errors. The weighting function is based on the coherence and the energy of the RTFs in each subband. The proposed
method was evaluated for a CCS reproducing multiple virtual sound
sources simultaneously and in the presence of noise. The ITD error
model presented in [1] was used as a reference. The performance
of the proposed method was assessed for different settings of the
weighting function and compared with a coherence-based weighting
function. Experimental results show that in the presence of multiple
virtual sound sources and noise, it is possible to estimate the ITD
error accurately by using a subband analysis of the RTFs. Compared
to the approach of selecting the ITDs based only on the coherence,
the proposed weighting function showed to be more robust to signal
changes introduced by the CCS and sensor noise. As expected, deviations were still observed at time frames where the energy of the
input signal was rather low. As shown in [2], these deviations can be
mitigated by using a tracking algorithm that accounts for silences in
the input signal.
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